Five Minute Guide

Achieve Success in the Drinks
Sector through meaningful
business insights
In order to achieve success in the
drinks sector, you need to
understand and act immediately
on business insights from your own
data and market comparisons.
In this new 5 minute guide, we will
show you the 3-step route to
success, starting with the
Integration of all your data, then
Visualizing the data insights using
graphical displays and
dashboards, and finally
Understanding what the data is

Integrate

Understand

telling you when your business
rules are applied.
Unlock unknown information, by
combining data from multiple
sources to deliver a definitive view
of all your critical information on a
daily basis, whether you are in the
office or on the road.
Once you have achieved this level
of insight, you will be able to:

Visualize

Accurately monitor trends and gaps with immediate up to
date reporting
Unconditional data accuracy
Monitor trends and gaps via rapid, dynamic data access
Accurate goal setting for Sales and Marketing
departments targeting gap opportunities and leads
See ways to increase market share as they happen –
without having to wait for month end
Track sales/account managers’ performance with
one-click monitoring against any chosen field e.g.
category, subcategory, product, geography, channel etc.
Visibility to the success of promotions as they progress

Apply market data and KPIs for
performance benchmarking
Automatically feed external market data into reports
for comparison
Track performance by sales person, geography
channel, category or brand through applying
benchmarks and known market trends
Increase customer retention by delivering a
mechanism for tracking customer specific trends
and performance against the market

Ensure your data is trustworthy even when complex business rules
are applied
Be assured that business rules are applied at shared data source level
for confident decision-making
Advance your financial strategy based on a single version of the truth,
avoiding time-wasting reconciliation of multiple viewpoints
Get a true picture of costs and revenue for brands, categories,
geographies, channels, sales managers etc. incorporating marketing,
distribution, customer support etc

Single data source with tailored interface for each department or user
Business rules are assigned and automatically applied to enable
reporting for differing product units, categories or channels etc.
Business planning and what-if scenarios are revolutionised with
enhanced visibility at a variety of levels
Information is delivered according to user preference – desktop or
mobile, ad-hoc, self-serve, or pre-defined dashboard
Trawling through unwieldy, generic reports prior to customer visits
is replaced by customer focused analysis which can also be
accessed on site

Flexible, user-friendly system with verifiable security features
After a rapid implementation with automated
routines in place, the BI platform removes reporting
bottlenecks and slow-downs in production platform
Allows for easy re-categorisation of data and joining
of disparate data to create a standard format
Expansion is possible through accommodating new
data without the need to redesign the whole
back-end business system
Demands on the IT department are reduced as it is
unburdened from writing new bespoke ERP reports
and running queries on data
Users, security and data access are easily managed
by system administrators and handled from within
the platform

The Diver BI Group is a team of industry experts
specialising in the implementation and support of
Business Intelligence applications with the Diver
Solution. We will help you get the best out of your data
no matter where it originates. We are not tied to any
particular server technology and have specialist
skills in combining data sources to give you one view
of all your critical information on a daily basis.

